**Recruitment**

Applications are invited from eligible candidates for the post of Junior Research Fellow (JRF) and Project Associate II under the Life Science Research Board (LSRB) project entitled “Productization and Clinical Evaluation of Biopotential Signal Analysis System for Mobility Assistance” for a period of two years in Centre for Medical Electronics, College of Engineering, Guindy, Anna University, Chennai 600 025.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Post</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Stipend amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1      | JRF - 2 Nos.                           | **Essential:** First class in M.E/M.Tech in Medical Electronics/Biomedical Engineering and First Class in B.E/B.Tech Biomedical Engineering/Medical Electronics/Electronics and Communication Engineering  
**Desirable:** Knowledge in PCB Design, Embedded system development, Biosignal processing and MATLAB. | 2yrs     | Rs.31,000/- + 24% H.R.A         |
| 2      | Project Associate II - 1 No            | **Essential:** First class in M.E/M.Tech in Medical Electronics/Biomedical Engineering and First Class in B.E/B.Tech Biomedical Engineering/Medical Electronics/Electronics and Communication Engineering  
**Desirable:** Knowledge in PCB Design, Embedded system development, Biosignal processing and MATLAB. | 2yrs     | Rs.25,000/- (Consolidated)      |

Interested candidates need to send their Bio data, photograph and photo copies of all relevant documents with filled in Application Form by post to “Dr. M. Sasikala, Principal Investigator, Professor and Director, Centre for Medical Electronics, Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, College of Engineering Guindy, Anna University, Chennai 600025” on or before 07.12.2021. The envelope should be superscripted with CME/LSRB/JRF-PA/2021. Eligible candidates will be called for a written test and the shortlisted candidates would be interviewed. The actual date and time of interview will be intimated only to the eligible candidates in due course by email only.
General Instructions

- No T.A/D.A will be paid for attending the interview.
- The post is purely temporary.
- The selected candidate has to report for his/her duty within 2 weeks after the interview.
- The duration of the fellowship would be coterminous with the project.
- The selection criteria are as per the guidelines of Anna University, Chennai.

Principal Investigator
(Dr.M.Sasikala)
APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF JRF / PROJECT ASSOCIATE IN
CENTRE FOR MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

Name :  
Date of Birth :  
Gender :  
Degree & Branch :  
Year of Passing :  
Percentage/CGPA :  
College/University :  
Project(s) Done :  
Work Experience :  
Other Skills :  
Address for Communication :  

Email :  
Mobile :  

DECLARATION:  

I hereby declare that all details furnished above are true to the best of my knowledge.

Place:  
Date:  

Yours Faithfully,